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as a challenge across the frontier, words which interpreted as
such brought a roar of cheering from the whole house:
We can speak only of a real solution of the reparations question
if that solution does not overstep the bounds of Germany's capacity
to pay, that is, if it enables us permanently to fulfil our obligations
from our own economic resources without endangering the
standard of life of our people.
The Right had tabled a pro forma vote of no-confidence which
was of course defeated; they need not have troubled for none
of them could have put their own case better. This was the new
Stresemann thrown back from a vision of progress and now
grimly resolved to get what he could for his country if he could
get nothing for the new Europe. Greatly encouraged he went
off to beard the lions at a League Council meeting at Lugano.
Things went with surprising smoothness both then and later,
and on December 22 it was announced that agreement had been
reached and that a committee of experts would at once be nomi-
nated to meet as soon as possible in Paris. It was almost a cheery
end to a year of disillusion for it was the end of the uncongenial
process of marking time. But it was the only cheery thing. In this
crisis in Germany's international relations the parties had excelled
themselves in stupidity and incomprehension.
Immediately after the Reichstag had gone into recess the oppo-
sition in the Socialist and Democratic parties to the naval pro-
gramme came to a head. To the rank and file Socialist the naval
programme had been the issue at the elections, and, when it was
seen that a Socialist chancellor intended to ignore the verdict
of the polls, sections of the party broke into open and justifiable
mutiny. From one local association after another came resolutions
of protest and demands for the Socialist ministers to leave the
cabinet. The sustained assault ended by thoroughly alarming the
leadership, and when it reached the parliamentary party it could
no longer be ignored. The party committee tried to allay the
storm by deploring necessity, and resolving that "in the interests
of the working class it was exceptionally important" that the
Socialist ministers should stay at their posts. To many the revolt
was a welcome sign not merely of the fact that one party could

